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Abstract. Searching for motifs in graphs has become a crucial problem in the analysis of biological
networks. In this context, different graph motif problems have been considered [12, 6, 4]. Pursuing a
line of research pioneered by Lacroix et al. [12], we introduce in this paper a new graph motif problem:
given a vertex colored graph G and a motifM, where a motif is a multiset of colors, find a maximum
cardinality submotif M′ ⊆ M that occurs as a connected motif in G. We prove that the problem is
APX-hard even in the case where the target graph is a tree of maximum degree 3, the motif is actually
a set and each color occurs at most twice in the tree. Next, we strengthen this result by proving that the
problem is not approximable within factor 2log
δ n unless NP ⊆ DTIME(2poly logn). We complement
these results by presenting two fixed-parameter algorithms for the problem, where the parameter is the
size of the solution. Finally, we give exact efficient exponential-time algorithms for the problem.
1 Introduction
Searching for motifs in graphs has become a crucial problem in the analysis of biological networks
(e.g. protein-protein interaction, regulatory and metabolic networks). Roughly speaking, there exist
two different views of graph motifs. Topological motifs (patterns occurring in the network) are the
classical view [10, 16, 17, 15, 11] and computationally reduce to graph isomorphism, in the broad
meaning of that term. These motifs have recently been identified as basic modules of molecular
information processing. By way of contrast, functional motifs, introduced recently by Lacroix et
al. [12], do not rely on the key concept of topology conservation but focus on connectedness of the
network vertices sought. This latter approach has been considered in subsequent papers [6, 4, 2].
Formally, searching for a functional motif reduces to the following graph problem (referred hereafter
as Graph Motif) [12]: Given a target vertex-colored graph G = (V,E) and a multiset of colors
M of size k, find a subset V ′ ⊆ V , |V ′| = k (= |M|) such that (i) the vertex induced subgraph
G[V ′] is connected and (ii) there exists a color-preserving bijective mapping from M to V ′.
Graph Motif is NP-complete even if G is a tree with maximum degree 3 and M is actually
a set [6]. NP-completeness has also been showed in case G is a bipartite graph with maximum
degree 4 and M is built over two colors only [6]. The seemingly intractability of Graph Motif
has naturally led to parameterized complexity considerations [5]. Graph Motif can be solved in
O(4.32k k2 m) randomized time [2], where m is the number of edges in G, and in O(n2cω+2) time
[6], where ω is the tree-width of G and c is the number of distinct colors in M. When the number
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of distinct colors in the motif is taken as a parameter, Graph Motif is, however, W[1]-hard even
in case G is a tree.
Aiming at accurate models, several variants of Graph Motif have been considered. Dondi et
al. [4] introduced the problem of minimizing the number of connected components in G[V ′], i.e.,
finding an occurrence of M in G that results in as few connected components as possible. This
problem was referred as Min-CC. It turns out that Min-CC is APX-hard even in the extremal
case where the motif is a set and the target graph is a path and is not approximable within ratio
c log n for some constant c > 0, where n is the order of the target graph. From a parameterized
point of view, Min-CC is fixed-parameter tractable when the parameter is the size of the motif but
becomes W[2]-hard when the parameter is the number of connected components in the occurrence
of the motif (the problem is, however, only known to be W[1]-hard for paths [2]). Betzler et al. [2]
replaced connectedness demand by more robust requirements, and proved the problem of finding
a biconnected occurrence of M in G to be W[1]-complete when the parameter is the size of the
motif. This result is important as it sheds light on the fact that a seemingly small step towards
motif topology results in parameterized intractability. In this paper, we consider the Maximum
Motif problem which is a natural dual variant of Graph Motif. This problem is concerned with
finding a maximum cardinality submotif M′ ⊆ M that occurs as a connected motif in G. Notice
that the problem is an optimization problem whereas Graph Motif is a pure decision problem.
This paper is organized as follows. We recall basic definitions in Section 2. In Section 3, we
present inapproximability results for Maximum Motif. In Section 4, we present two exact expo-
nential algorithms for Maximum Motif, when the target graph is a tree. In Section 5, we give two
fixed-parameter algorithms, parameterized by the size of the solution, when the target graph is a
tree and a general graph. Due to space constraint, most proofs are omitted.
2 Preliminaries
We assume readers have basic knowledge about graph theory [3] and we shall only recall basic
notations. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. For any V ′ ⊆ V , we denote by G[V ′] the subgraph of G
induced by V ′, that is G[V ′] = (V ′, E′) and {u, v} ∈ E′ if and only if u, v ∈ V ′ and {u, v} ∈ E(G).
Let v ∈ V , we denote by N(v), the set of vertices u ∈ V such that {u, v} ∈ E. Let V ′ ⊆ V , we
denote by N(V ′), the set of vertices u ∈ (V \ V ′) such that {u, v} ∈ E, for some v ∈ V ′. A coloring
of G is a mapping λ : V → C, where C is a set of colors. For any subset V ′ of V , we let C(V ′) stand
for the multiset of colors assigned to the vertices in V ′. A motif M is a multiset of colors built over
a set of colors C. In case M is actually a set, we call it a colorful motif. An occurrence of M in G
is a subset V ′ ⊆ V such that (i) G[V ′] is connected, and (ii) C(V ′) = M. A tree where a root has
been specified is called a rooted tree. The edges of a rooted tree are often treated as directed. In
a rooted tree, every non-root node has exactly one edge that leads to the root. This edge can be
thought of as connecting each node to its parent. Two vertices with the same parent are said to be
siblings. Rooted trees can also be considered as directed in the sense that all edges connect parents
to their children. Given this parent-child relationship, a descendant of a node in a directed tree is
defined as any other node reachable from that node.
We can now define the Maximum Motif problem we are interested in. Maximum Motif asks
for a connected component G′ = (V ′, E′) of maximum cardinality in G such that C(V ′) ⊆M (taken
the number of occurrences of each color into account).
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Maximum Motif
• Input : A target vertex colored graph G and colored motif M.
• Output : A maximum cardinality connected component G′ = (V ′, E′) of G such that
C(V ′) ⊆M.
Intuitively, Maximum Motif thus asks for the largest submotif M′ ⊆ M that occurs in G
(as a connected component). Being a mere restriction of Graph Motif, Maximum Motif is
NP-complete as well [12].
3 Hardness of approximation
We prove APX-hardness of Maximum Motif. Recall that, given a graph G = (V,E), the maxi-
mum independent set problem (Independent Set) seeks for a maximum cardinality subset V ′ ⊆ V
such that no two vertices in V ′ are joined by an edge. Independent Set is known to beAPX-hard
even when restricted to cubic graphs [14].
Proposition 1. Maximum Motif is APX-hard even if the motif is colorful and the target graph
is a tree with maximum degree 3.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from Independent Set for cubic graphs. Let G = (V,E) be an in-
stance of Independent Set for cubic graphs. Write V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}.
For each vi ∈ V , let us denote by E(vi) the three edges of E that are incident to vi. Furthermore,
denote by e(vi, j) the j-th edge of E(vi), 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, the order is arbitrary. We show how to
construct the corresponding instance of Maximum Motif. This instance consists in a vertex-
colored tree T = (VT , ET ) of maximum degree 3 and a colorful motif M. The tree T is defined
as follows: VT = {ai, bi, xi,I , xi,C , li : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {di,j , fi,j , ei,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ 3}
and ET = {{ai, bi}, {bi, xi,I}, {bi, xi,C}, {xi,C , di,1}, {xi,I , fi,1} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {{ai, ai+1} : 1 ≤ i <
n} ∪ {{di,j , di,j+1}, {fi,j , fi,j+1} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j < 3} ∪ {{di,j , ei,j} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤
3}{{fi,3, li} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Refer to Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the tree T . Vertex
ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is colored c(ai), vertex bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is colored c(bi), the two vertices xi,C and xi,I ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, are colored c(xi), vertex li, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is colored c(li), the two vertices di,j and fi,j ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, are colored c(i, j), and vertex ei,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, is colored
c(ek), where ek = e(vi, j). Write C for the set of all colors that occur in T (notice that each color
in C occurs at most twice in T ). The motif M is defined by M = C, and is hence colorful.
Suppose there exists an independent set V ′ of size k in G. For each e = {vi, vj} ∈ E, define
min(e) to be
min(e) =
{
vi if (vj ∈ V
′) ∨ (vi /∈ V
′ ∧ vj /∈ V
′ ∧ i < j),
vj otherwise.
Consider the subset V ′T ⊆ VT defined by V
′
T = {ai, bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {xi,I , fi,1, fi,2, fi,3, li : vi ∈
V ′} ∪ {xi,C , di,1, di,2, di,3 : vi /∈ V
′} ∪ {ei,j : e ∈ E ∧ min(e) = e(vi, j)}. Observe that V
′
T induces a
connected component in T . Furthermore, C(V ′T ) =M
′ ⊆M, contains all colors from M but those
c(li) with vi /∈ V
′.
Conversely, suppose that there exists a motif M′ ⊂ M, |M′| ≥ 7, that occurs in T . Fix one
occurrence ofM′ in T and write V ′T ⊆ VT for the vertices of T involved in this occurrence. Without
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the tree T described in the proof of Proposition 1.
loss of generality, suppose that T ′ is maximal for inclusion (adding any adjacent vertex to T ′ results
in a subtree that is not an occurrence of a submotif ofM). Observe first that ai, bi ∈ V
′
T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
since adding any of these missing vertices would result in a larger connected component T ′′ of T , such
that C(T ′′) ⊆M, thereby contradicting the maximality of T ′. Then it follows that c(ai), c(bi) ∈M
′,
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, since M is colorful, V ′T contains at most one of xi,C and xi,I , 1 ≤ i ≤ n; they
indeed both have the same color. Therefore, by maximality of T ′, V ′T contains exactly one of xi,C and
xi,I , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and hence M
′ contains color c(xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Pursuing our maximality argument,
if xi,C ∈ V
′
T then V
′
T also contains the three vertices di,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, and if xi,I ∈ V
′
T
then V ′T also contains the three vertices fi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. Therefore,M
′ contains colors
c(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. In case xi,I , fi,1, fi,2, fi,3 ∈ V
′
T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, li ∈ V
′
T , and hence M
′
contains in addition color c(li), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We now claim that we may assume that c(e) ∈ M
′ for
all e ∈ E, i.e., submotifM′ contains the color associated with each edge of G. Indeed, suppose that
for some color c(e) ∈ M, say e = {vi, vj}, T
′ has no vertex colored c(e), i.e., c(e) /∈ M′. Then, by
maximality of T ′ (andM′), it follows that {xi,I , fi,1, fi,2, fi,3, li} ⊆ V
′
T and {xj,I , fj,1, fj,2, fj,3, lj} ⊆
V ′T , and hence that {xi,C , di,1, di,2, di,3} ∩ V
′
T = ∅ and {xj,C , dj,1, dj,2, dj,3} ∩ V
′
T = ∅. Therefore,
V ′′T = (V
′
T −{xi,I , fi,1, fi,2, fi,3, li})∪{xi,C , di,1, di,2, di,3}∪ ei,p, with c(ei,p) = c(e), induces a subtree
in T , and this subtree is an occurrence of M′′ = (M′ − {c(li)}) ∪ {c(e)}. Applying the above
procedure will eventually result in a submotif that contains the color associated with each edge of
G. Then it follows that {vi : xi,C ∈ V
′
T } is a vertex cover of G, and hence {vi : xi,I ∈ V
′
T } is an
independent set in G.
We have thus shown that there is an independent set of size k in G if and only if there exists a
submotif of size 6n+m+k that occurs in T . But G is a cubic graph, and hence k ≥ n4 and m =
3
2n.
Then it follows that the described reduction is indeed an L-reduction [14] from Independent Set
for cubic graphs to Maximum Motif for trees, which proves the proposition. ⊓⊔
We now strengthen the inapproximability of Maximum Motif for trees and colorful motifs.
More precisely, we show that there exists δ > 0 such thatMaximum Motif cannot be approximated
within factor 2log
δ n in polynomial-time unless NP ⊆ DTIME[2poly log n]. The proof is by the self-
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improvement technique (see for example [7–9]). For the sake of clarity, let us introduce Maximum
Level Motif which is the restriction of Maximum Motif to colorful motifs and rooted trees in
which two vertices can have the same color only if they are at the same level (distance to the root)
in the target tree. It is easily seen that Proposition 1 can be modified to prove the following result.
Proposition 2. Maximum Level Motif is APX-hard.
The following easy lemma will prove useful in the sequel.
Lemma 1. Let I = (T,M) be an instance of Maximum Level Motif and T ′ be a solution for
instance I. One can compute in polynomial-time a solution T ′′ for instance I such that (i) |T ′′| ≥
|T ′| and (ii) T ′′ contains the root of T .
Aiming at applying the self-improvement technique we need to precisely define the product of
two instances I1 and I2 of Maximum Level Motif. Let I1 = (T1,M1) and I2 = (T2,M2) be two
instances of Maximum Level Motif, where T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2) are vertex-colored
trees rooted at r1 and r2, respectively. The product I1×I2 is defined to be the instance (T1,2,M1,2)
where T1,2 = (V1,2, E1,2) is a rooted tree defined by V1,2 = {vi(vj) : vi ∈ V1 ∧ vj ∈ V2} and
E1,2 = {{vi(vj,1), vi(vj,2)} : {vj,1, vj,2} ∈ E2 ∧ vi ∈ V1} ∪ {{vi(r2), vj(r2)} : {vi, vj} ∈ E1}, and
M1,2 is a motif defined byM1,2 = {c1(c2) : c1 ∈M1 ∧ c2 ∈M2}. The tree T1,2 is rooted at vertex
r1(r2). Informally, T1,2 is obtained by replacing each vertex vi ∈ V1 by a copy of T2, connecting
these copies through their roots. As for the color of each vertex of T1,2, if vi ∈ Vi is colored ci and
vj ∈ Vj is colored cj then vertex vi(vj) ∈ T1,2 is colored ci(cj). Denote by vi[T2] the subtree of T1,2
isomorphic to T2 rooted at vi(r2). Write V1,2,r = {vi(r2) : vi ∈ V1}. Observe that, by construction,
the subtree of T1,2 induced by V1,2,r is isomorphic to T1.
Lemma 2. Let I1 = (T1,M1) and I2 = (T2,M2) be two instances of Maximum Level Motif.
Then I1 × I2 is an instance of Maximum Level Motif.
For any instance I of Maximum Level Motif, write I1 = I and Ik = I × Ik−1 for all k ≥ 2.
According to Lemma 2, it follows by induction that Ik, k ≥ 1, is an instance of Maximum Level
Motif.
Lemma 3. Let I = (T,M) be an instance of Maximum Level Motif and let TS be a solution
for I. Then there exists a solution TSk for instance I
k such that |TSk | ≥ |TS |
k, for all k ≥ 1.
Lemma 4. Let TSk be a solution of Maximum Level Motif for instance I
k = (T k,Mk). Then,
one can compute in polynomial-time a solution TS for instance I such that |TS |
k ≥ |TSk |.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k. The result is certainly valid for k = 1. Let k ≥ 2
and assume that the lemma holds for each 1 ≤ k′ ≤ k − 1. Let TSk = (VSk), ESk be a solution for
Maximum Level Motif over instance Ik. According to Lemma 1, there is no loss of generality in
assuming that the root of T k is part of VSk . Then it follows that VSk contains vertices x1, . . . xp of
T k, with p ≤ |T |, so that at least one vertex in subtree xi[T
k−1] isomorphic to T k−1 belongs to TSk .
For each xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, denote by xi[T
k−1
S ] the subtree of xi[T
k−1] part of TSk . Let xmax[T
k−1
S ] be
a subtree of maximum size among the subtrees xi[T
k−1
S ], 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Let T
k−1
S be a subtree of T
k−1
isomorphic to xmax[T
k−1
S ]. Notice that T
k−1
S is a solution of Maximum Level Motif over instance
Ik−1. By induction hypothesis, we can compute in polynomial time a solution TS′ over instance
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I such that |TS′ |
k−1 ≥ |xmax[T
k−1
S ]|. Denote now by Tp the subtree of TSk induced by {x1 . . . xp}.
Now |TSk | ≤ |Tp||xmax[T
k−1
S ]| ≤ |Tp||TS′ |
k−1. If |TS′ | ≥ |Tp| , then TS = T
′
S and the lemma holds,
since |TS′ ||TS′ |
k−1 ≥ |Tp||TS′ |
k−1| ≥ |TSk |. Otherwise, if |TS′ | < |Tp|, let TS be the subtree of T
isomorphic to Tp. It follows that |Tp||Tp|
k−1 > |Tp||TS′ |
k−1 ≥ |TSk |.
Observe that TS is a feasible solution of Maximum Level Motif over instance I. In the former
case, when TS is equal to TS′ , TS is feasible by induction hypothesis. Consider the latter case, when
TS is equal to Tp. Let x1, . . . xp be the vertices of Tp. Vertex xi of Tp, with 1 ≤ i ≤ p, is associated
with color ci(c(r), c(r), . . . , c(r)), where c(r) is the color associated with the root of T and ci ∈M.
Observe that, since Mk is colorful, ci 6= cj , when i 6= j, hence the vertices of TS have all distinct
colors. ⊓⊔
We are now in position to state the main results of this section.
Theorem 1. For any constant δ < 1, Maximum Level Motif cannot be approximated within
ratio 2log
δ n in polynomial-time unless NP ⊆ DTIME[2poly log n].
Proof. Assume that there exists a constant δ < 1 such that Maximum Level Motif can be
approximated within ratio 2log
δ n in O(nc) time, for some constant c. For any fixed ε > 0, let
k = ⌈( log
δ n
log(1+ε))
1
(1−δ) ⌉. Given an instance I of Maximum Level Motif of size n, let Ik be the
instance obtained by applying the product k times. Now, since the problem can be approximated
within ratio 2log
δ n in O(nc) time, it follows that there is an algorithm for Maximum Level
Motif for instance Ik with performance ratio 2log
δ nk that runs in O(nck) = O(2poly log n) time.
But, according to Lemmas 3 and 4, there is an algorithm for instance I with performance ratio
(2log
δ nk)1/k ≤ (1+ε), and hence we have designed a PTAS algorithm for Maximum Level Motif.
The result now follows from Proposition 2. ⊓⊔
Substituting the complexity hypothesis NP ⊆ DTIME[2poly log n] by the classical P = NP
yields the following result (proof - similar to that of Theorem 1 - omitted): no polynomial-time
algorithm achieves a constant approximation ratio for Maximum Level Motif (i.e., Maximum
Level Motif is not in APX), unless P = NP.
4 Exponential-time algorithms
We give here two exact branch-and-bound algorithms for Maximum Motif in case the target
graph is a tree. Let I = (T,M) be an instance of Maximum Motif problem, where the target
graph is a tree T = (V,E).
Lemma 5. Maximum Motif for trees of size n can be solved in O(1.62n poly(n)) time. In case
the motif is colorful, the time complexity reduces to O(1.33n poly(n)).
We briefly present the main ideas of the proof. First, the algorithms choose a vertex r ∈ V (we
assume w.l.o.g. that r is part of the optimal solution), and the tree T is rooted at r. Both algorithms
rely on the fact that, once we have computed a set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V that are part of the optimal
solution, we can compute in polynomial time the maximum cardinality subset L′ ⊆ N(V ′), such
that C(V ′)∪C(L′) ⊆M. Hence, we can assume that a branching occurs only at an internal vertex.
The first algorithm considers a candidate internal vertex vx and branches in two sub-cases
associated with vx: (1) vx is added to the solution, or (2) vx is not added to the solution, and the
subtree rooted at vx is removed.
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When M is colorful, we can assume that there exists two vertices that have the same color
c. Indeed, if vx is the only vertex colored c(vx), then the algorithm never branches on vx. The
algorithm branches in two sub-cases associated with vertex vx: (1) vx is added to the solution, and,
for each vy ∈ V
′ colored c(vx), the subtree rooted at vertex vy is removed, or (2) vx is not added
to the solution TS , and then the subtree rooted at vx is removed.
5 Parameterized Complexity
Fixed-parameter tractability plays a central role in parameterized complexity [5, 13]. In this section
we present two fixed-parameter tractable algorithms for Maximum Motif. We first describe the
perfect family of hash functions used in both algorithms. Then we give an FPT algorithm in case
the target graph is a tree. Finally, we present a (slower) algorithm for the general case.
Consider an instance I = (G,M) of Maximum Motif, where G = (V,E) is a graph and M is
a multiset of colors. For a color ci of M and a subset V
′ ⊆ V , we denote by mM(ci) the number
of occurrences of ci in M and by mV ′(ci) the number of vertices in V
′ colored ci. In the sequel, we
assume that mM(ci) ≤ mV (ci) since an occurrence of M in G has at most min{mM(ci),mV (ci)}
occurrences of color ci. For a subset of vertices V
′ ⊆ V and a submotif M′ ⊆ M, we say that V ′
violates M′ if mM′(ci) < mV ′(ci) for some ci ∈M.
Both algorithms are based on the color-coding technique [1]. We recall the basic definition of
perfect hash functions. For a set S, a family F of functions from S to {1, 2, . . . , k} is perfect if for
any S′ ⊆ S of size k, there exists an injective function f ∈ F from S′ to {1, 2, . . . , k}. In the sequel,
k will stand for the size of a solution for Maximum Motif. Consider a family H of perfect hash
functions from M to the set {1H , 2H , . . . , kH} (we use the subscript H to emphasis that this set is
related to the family H). Let M′ be a submotif of size k and let G′ = (V ′, E′) be the occurrence of
M′ in G. Since H is perfect, there exists an injective function h ∈ H that assigns to each occurrence
of a color in M′ a distinct label in {1H , 2H , . . . , kH}.
Fix some function h ∈ H. For any ci ∈ M, denote by SH(ci) ⊆ {1H , 2H , . . . , kH} the set of
labels associated with occurrences of color ci by function h. Furthermore, we associate with each
vertex v colored ci the set of labels SH(v) = SH(ci). Let V
′ ⊆ V , LH ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH}, then
C(SH , V
′, LH) is defined as the family of sets SH(v) ∩ LH , with v ∈ V
′. Notice that C(SH , V
′, LH)
may contain more occurrences of the same set of labels, i.e., if v1, v2 ∈ V
′ and c(v1) = c(v2), then
(SH(v1)∩LH) = (SH(v2)∩LH). When, LH = {1H , . . . , kH}, we denote C(SH , V
′, LH) by C(SH , V
′).
Definition 1. Let C(SH , V
′, LH) be a family of sets SH(v) with v ∈ V
′ and LH ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH},
then C(SH , V
′, LH) is feasible if and only if there exists an injective function p from the sets of
C(SH , V
′, LH) to LH , so that, for each SH(v) ∈ C(SH , V
′, LH), p(SH(v)) is a label of SH(v) ∩ LH .
Consider now a family C(SH , V
′) of sets associated with V ′. Let ci be a color of M, then by
construction |SH(ci)| ≤ mM(ci). Hence, if C(SH , V
′) is feasible, then V ′ does not violate M.
We now present an FPT algorithm for the case the target graph is a tree T = (V,E). Let r ∈ V ,
and we want to compute a solution T ′ = (V ′, E′) of Maximum Motif, so that |V ′| = k and r ∈ V ′
(we run the algorithm for each r ∈ V .) Define r as the root of T and, for each internal vertex v of
V , define a left-to-right ordering on the children of v. Assume that r is colored c(r). Observe that,
since r must belong to T ′, we can safely remove an occurrence of color c(r) from M. Furthermore,
we assume that function h assigns to this occurrence of c(r) label 1H and that SH(r) = {1H}.
Observe that there is no other vertex u ∈ V − {r}, so that SH(u) contains 1H . We can now give
the definition of the rightmost vertex of a subtree T ′ of T .
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Definition 2. Let T ′ = (V ′, E′) be a subtree of T . A vertex v ∈ V ′ is defined to be the rightmost
vertex of T ′ if and only if (i) v has no children in V ′ and (ii) for each vertex u ∈ V ′ on the path
from r to v, V ′ does not contains the right sibling of u.
Now, consider a vertex v ∈ V and a subset LH of labels in {1H , . . . , kH}. Define Pr[v, LH ] as
follows:
Pr[v, LH ] =


1 if there exists a subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′) of T with r ∈ V ′ and with
rightmost vertex v and such that C(SH , V
′, LH) is feasible,
0 otherwise.
The recurrence to compute Pr[v, LH ] is as follows.
Pr[v, LH ] =
∨
u,L′
H
Pr[u, L
′
H ], (1)
where u is either a descendant of a left sibling of v or the parent of v, and L′H = LH − {iH}, for
some iH ∈ Sh(v)∩LH . Notice that Pr[v, {1H}] = 0, for each v ∈ V −{r}, Pr[r, {1H}] = 1, and that
Pr[r, {iH}] = 0 for each iH ∈ {2H , . . . , kH}.
Lemma 6. Given a labelling h of the motif M, we can compute in time O(n22k) if there is a
subtree T ′ of T of size k that matches a submotif M′ of M.
Proof. We have to show that Pr[v, LH ] = 1 if and only if there exists a subtree T
′ = (V ′, E′) of T
having root r, which is an occurrence of a submotif M′ of M of size |LH |. Since T
′ must contain
r, we assume that LH contains 1H .
First, consider a subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′) with root r. Let v be the rightmost vertex of T ′. From
the definition of rightmost vertex, it follows that there is no child of v in V ′ and that there is no
vertex in T ′ which is a right sibling of a vertex on the path from r to v. Denote by T ′′ = (V ′′, E′′)
the tree obtained from T ′ by removing v. Let u be the rightmost vertex of T ′′. By definition of
rightmost vertex, u is either the parent of vertex v, denoted by p(v), or a descendant of a child v′
of p(v) in T ′′ (with v′ a left sibling of v in T ′ by definition of rightmost vertex).
Let M′ = C(V ′) be the multiset of colors associated with the vertices of T ′. Consider
C(SH , V
′, LH), the collection of sets of labels in LH assigned to V
′. Notice that C(SH , V
′, LH)
is feasible, as T ′ is a solution of Maximum Motif problem. It follows that there is an injective
function p that assigns to each set SH(u), with u ∈ V
′, a label iH in SH(u). But then, func-
tion p assigns label iH ∈ SH(v) to the set SH(v). It follows that the family of sets SH(u) with
u ∈ (V ′ − {v}) must be feasible when p assigns a label in set {1H , . . . , kH} − {iH} to each set
SH(u), with u ∈ (V (T
′)− {v}). Hence Pr[v, LH ] = 1.
Assume now that Pr[v, LH ] = 1. We will prove the results by induction. Since Pr[v, LH ] = 1,
by Recurrence (1) it follows that there must exists a vertex u ∈ V ′ and a label iH ∈ SH(v), so
that Pr[u, LH − {iH}] = 1. By induction hypothesis, it follows that there is a subtree of T
′′ =
(V ′′, E′′) of T having root r, so that T ′′ has size |LH | − 1, u is the rightmost vertex of T
′′ and
C(SH , V
′′, LH − {iH}) is feasible. Hence, by construction, also C(SH , V
′, LH) is feasible. We will
show that v is adjacent to a vertex of T ′′. By definition of rightmost vertex, u is either the parent
of vertex v, denoted by p(v), or a descendant of a child v′ of p(v) in T ′′ (with v′ a left sibling of
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v in T ′). In the former case clearly u and v are adjacent. In the latter case, that is u is not p(v),
since T ′′ must be rooted at r, p(v) belongs to T ′′, hence v is adjacent to a vertex of T ′′.
Observe that, if P [v, {1H , . . . , kH}] = 1, it follows that there is a subtree T
′ = (V ′, E′) containing
the root of T , so that each C(V ′) is assigned a distinct label in {1H , . . . , kH}. By construction V
′
does not violate M, hence C(V ′) is a submotif of M of size k.
Now, we consider the time complexity of the algorithm. Observe that there exists O(n2k)
values of the form P [v,K ′], with v ∈ V (T ) and L′H ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH}. Now, in order to compute
value P [v,K ′], we have to check at most O(nk) other values P [u,K ′′]. Hence the time complexity
is O(n2k2k). ⊓⊔
Observe that we have to choose O(n) possible roots. Furthermore, since the family of per-
fect hash functions has size O(log n) 2O(k), it follows that the algorithm time complexity is
O(k2kn3 log n) 2O(k).
Next we describe a parameterized algorithm when the instance of Maximum Motif consists in
a graph G = (V,E) and a motif M. The algorithm for this case consists in combining two perfect
families of hash functions, and then applying a strategy similar to that presented in [6, 4].
Consider two different perfect families of hash functions: a family H from M to {1H , . . . , kH},
as we have previously introduced in this section, and a family F from the set V to {1F , . . . , kF }.
By the property of the family of perfect hash functions, we know that there is a function f ∈ F
such that the vertices of G that belong to a solution of size k are associated with distinct labels
of {1F , . . . , kF }. Similarly, we know that there is a function h ∈ H such that the occurrences of
colors ofM that belong to an optimal solution, are associated with different labels of {1H , . . . , kH}.
Observe that each family of perfect hash functions consists of O(log n) 2O(k) functions. Hence, we
can combine all the possible pairs (f, h) of functions, with f ∈ F and h ∈ H, in time O(log2 n) 4O(k).
Recall that, for each color ci ∈M, SH(ci) denotes the set of labels associated with occurrences
of color ci by function h, and that, given v is colored ci, SH(v) = S(ci). Now, for each v ∈ V and for
each subset L ⊆ {1F , . . . , kF }, define ML(v) as the family of all sets of labels H
′ ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH}
so that there exists an occurrence V ′, with v ∈ V ′, where the set of labels in {1F , . . . , kF } that f
assigns to V ′ is exactly L and such that C(SH , V
′, H ′) is feasible. Now, we present a method called
Batch procedure for computing ML(v), similar to that introduced in [6, 4]. Assume that we have
computed the family of sets ML′(v), with L
′ ⊆ L \ f(v), we apply the following procedure.
Batch Procedure(L, v):
– Define CH to be the family of all pairs (H
′, L′) such that H ′ ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH} − {iH} for some
iH ∈ SH(vi), L
′ ⊆ L \ {f(v)}, and H ′ ∈ML′(u) for some u ∈ N(v).
– Run through all pairs of (H ′, L′), (H ′′, L′′) in CH and determine whether H
′ ∩ H ′′ = ∅ and
H ′ ∪ H ′′ ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH} − {iH}, for some iH ∈ SH(vi), and whether L
′ ∩ L′′ = ∅. If there is
such a pair, add (H ′ ∪H ′′, L′ ∪L′′) to CH and repeat this step. Otherwise, continue to the next
step.
– Set ML(v) to be all the sets of labels H
′ ∪ {iH}, where iH ∈ SH(vi) −H
′, (H ′, L′) ∈ CH and
L′ = L ⊆ −{f(v)}.
Lemma 7. Given a vertex v ∈ V and L ⊆ {1F , . . . , kF }, the batch procedure computes correctly
ML(v), assuming ML′(u) is given for each u adjacent to v and for each L
′ ⊆ L \ {f(v)}.
Notice that function h assigns a distinct label in {1H , . . . , kH} to each occurrence of a color in a
submotif M′, with |M′| = k. Consider ML(v) = {1H , 2H , . . . , kH} with L = {1F , 2F , . . . , kF }. The
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set of vertices in V ′ associated with labels {1F , 2F . . . , kF } are then associated with colors having
labels in {1H , 2H . . . , kH}. Hence, C(V
′) does not violate M.
Lemma 8. Given labeling functions h : M → {1, . . . , k} and f : V → {1, . . . , k}, the batch
procedure determines in O(25kkn2) time whether there exists a solution of Maximum Motif of
size k.
Since each perfect family of hash functions consists of O(log n) 2O(k), the overall time complexity
of the algorithm is O(25kkn2 log2 n) 4O(k).
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Appendix
Proof (of Lemma 1). Consider a solution T ′ = (V ′, E′) of Maximum Level Motif for instance
I, and assume that T ′ does not contain the root r of T . Notice that T ′ must be a rooted subtree
of T , and let y ∈ V ′ be the root of T ′. Now consider the unique path P = (r, x′1, . . . , x
′
p = y), from
the root r to y. Two vertices x′i and x
′
j of P , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ p, have distinct colors, since they belong
to different levels of T . Moreover, each vertex x′i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, has a distinct color from each
vertex v ∈ V ′, since vertices x′i and v belong to different levels of T . Define T
′′ as the subtree of T
induced by the set of vertices V ′′ = V ′ ∪
⋃p−1
i=1 xi. Notice that T
′′ contains the root r of T , and by
construction |V ′′| ≥ |V ′|. ⊓⊔
Proof (Of Lemma 2). Write T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2) and assume that T1 and T2 are rooted
at r1 and r2, respectively. Let I1 × I2 = (T1,2,M1,2) and write T1,2 = (T1,2, E1,2). First, we show
that T1,2 is a rooted tree. Indeed, T1,2[V1,2,r] is isomorphic to T1 and each vertex in V1,2 − V1,2,r
belongs to a subtree rooted at some vi(r2) ∈ V1,2,r. Furthermore, T1,2 is rooted by definition.
Now, we show that two vertices of T1,2 have the same color only if they are at the same level in
T1,2. Let u1(u2) and v1(v2) be two vertices of T1,2 such tat c(u1(u2)) = c(v1(v2)) = ca(cb). If u1 = v1
we are done so that we may now assume u1 6= v1. Therefore, we must have c(u1) = c(v1) = ca.
Furthermore, observe that, by construction, all vertices in u1[T2] and v1[T2] are colored ca(cx) for
some color cx ∈ M. Consider the subtree T1,2[V1,2,r] induced V1,2,r. Since T1,2[V1,2,r] is isomorphic
to T1, each vertex xi(r2) ∈ V1,2,r has color c(xi)(c(r2)). Now, since all vertices of u1[T2] and v1[T2]
are colored ca(cx), it follows that the root xi(r2) of u1[T2] and the root xj(r2) of v1[T2] have the
same color ca(c(r2)). Then it follows that xi(r2) and xj(r2) must be at the same level l1 of T1,2
since they both belong to V1,2,r and T1,2[V1,2,r] is isomorphic to T1, where xi and xj must be both
at level l1.
Now, consider the subtrees u1[T2] and v1[T2] isomorphic to T2. Recall, that vertices u1(u2) and
v1(v2) of T1,2 are both colored ca(cb). As previously observed, all vertices u1(uj) in u1[T2] and
v1[T2] are associated with colors ca(c(uj)) for some uj ∈ V2. Since I2 = (T2,M2) is an instance
of Maximum Level Motif, vertices u2 and v2 must be at the same level l2 in T2 since c(u2) =
c(v2) = cb. Then, since u1[T2] and v1[T2] are both isomorphic to T2, u1(u2) and v1(v2) are both at
level l2 in u1[T2] and v1[T2], respectively. It follows that both u1(u2) and v1(v2) are at level l1 + l2
in T1,2.
Finally, let us consider the motif M1,2. By construction, M1,2 is a set, hence it is colorful. ⊓⊔
Proof (of Lemma 3). We prove the lemma by induction on k. The result is certainly valid for
k = 1. Let k ≥ 2 and assume that the lemma holds for all 1 ≤ k′ ≤ k− 1. Let TS = (VTS , ETS ) be a
solution of Maximum Level Motif for instance I, with VTS = {v1, v2, . . . , vz}. Observe that TS
is a subtree of T and that all vertices in VTS have distinct colors since M is colorful. By Lemma 1,
we can assume that the root r of T is part of VTS . We now construct a solution TSk for instance I
k
as follows.
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First, consider the subtree of T k which consists of the set VTS ,r′ of vertices
v1(r
′), v2(r
′), . . . , vz(r
′), where each vi(r
′) is the root of a subtree of T k isomorphic to T k−1. Ob-
serve that, by construction, the set of vertices VTS ,r′ induces a subtree T
K [VTS ,r′ ] of T
k. Since
vertices v1, v2, . . . , vz have all distinct colors in T , then it follows that v1(r
′), v2(r
′), . . . , vz(r
′) have
distinct colors a well. Let vi[T
k−1] and vj [T
k−1], 1 ≤ i < j ≤ z, be two subtrees of T isomorphic
to T k−1 rooted at vi(r
′) and vj(r
′). Observe that any two vertices x ∈ vi[T
k−1] and y ∈ vj [T
k−1]
cannot have the same color, since c(vi) 6= c(vj). Now, consider a subtree rooted at vi(r
′), with
1 ≤ i ≤ z. By induction hypothesis, there is a solution TSk−1 of Maximum Level Motif over
instance Ik−1 = (T k−1,Mk−1), such that |TSk−1 | ≥ |TS |
k−1. Notice that, by Lemma 1, we can
assume that TSk−1 contains the root of T
k−1. Now we build solution TSk , by adding, for each vi(r
′),
with 1 ≤ i ≤ z, a subtree of vi[T
k−1] isomorphic to TSk−1 . Since T
k
S consists of |TS | such subtrees,
it follows immediately that the inequality holds.
Finally, notice that the solution we have built is a feasible solution for Maximum Level Motif
for instance Ik. First, T kS is connected by construction. Furthermore, each vertex of T
k
S has a distinct
color. Indeed, we have shown that this holds for any two vertices that are not in the same subtree
vi[T
k−1]. By induction hypothesis, since TSk−1 is a feasible solution of Maximum Level Motif
over instance Ik−1, it follows that two vertices that belong to the same subtree ti[T
k−1] must have
distinct colors. ⊓⊔
Proof (of Proposition 2). We prove that the problem is APX-hard by modifying the L-reduction
for Maximum Motif on bounded tree presented in Prop. 1. Let G = (V,E) be an instance of
Independent Set on cubic graph. Write V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}. For each
vi ∈ V , let us denote by E(vi) the three edges of E that are incident to vi. Furthermore, denote
by e(vi, j) the j-th edges of E(vi), 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, the reference order is arbitrary. We now show how
to construct the corresponding instance of Maximum Level Motif. This instance consists in a
rooted vertex-colored tree T = (VT , ET ) and a colorful motif M.
The tree T is defined as follows:
VT ={r} ∪ {bi, xi,I , xi,C , li : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪
{ei,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ 3}
ET ={{r, bi}, {bi, xi,I}, {bi, xi,C}, : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪
{{xi,C , ei,j} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ 3}
{{xi,I , li} : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
Vertex r is colored c(r), vertex bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is colored c(bi), the two vertices xi,C and xi,I ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, are colored c(xi), vertex li, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is colored c(li), vertex ei,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
1 ≤ j ≤ 3, is colored c(ek), where ek = e(vi, j). Write C for the set of all colors that occur in T
(notice that each color in C occurs at most three times in T ). The motif M is defined by M = C,
and is hence colorful.
First, observe that this in an instance of Maximum Level Motif. Indeed, the tree T is rooted
and has 4 level and all the leaves are at level 4. Two vertices have the same color either if they both
are at level 3, i.e. a pair (xi,C , xi,I), or if they are both at level 4, i.e. they are leaves associated
with the same edge ek.
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In what follows, we show that there exists a solution S of Independent Set on cubic graph
of size t if and only if there exists a solution Maximum Level Motif of size 1 + 2n+m+ t.
Let S be a solution of Independent Set, we define a solution T ′ of Maximum Level Motif
as follows. Consider the subset V ′ ⊆ V defined as by
VT ={r} ∪ {bi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪
{xi,I , li : vi ∈ V
′} ∪
{xi,C : vi /∈ V
′} ∪
{ei,j : e ∈ E ∧ min(e) = e(vi, j)}.
V ′ induces a subtree T ′ in T . Furthermore, C(V ′T ) =M
′ ⊆M is defined by deleting inM every
colors c(li) such that vi /∈ V
′.
Conversely, let T ′ = (V ′, E′) be a solution of Maximum Level Motif of size 1 + 2n+m+ t.
Notice that c(V ′) =M′ ⊆M. Without loss of generality, suppose that T ′ is maximal for inclusion
(adding any adjacent vertex to T ′ result in a submotif that does not occur in T ). By Lemma 1,
we can assume that r ∈ V ′, hence M′ contains color c(r). Furthermore, notice that bi ∈ V
′,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, since adding any of these missing vertices would result in a larger connected component
T ′′ of T , such that c(T ′′) ⊆ M, thereby contradicting the maximality of T ′. Then it follows that
c(bi) ∈ M
′ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Therefore, still by maximality, V ′ contains exactly one of xi,C and xi,I ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and hence M′ contains color c(xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Pursuing our maximality argument, if
xi,C ∈ V
′
T then in case xi,I ∈ V
′, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, li ∈ V
′, and hence M′ contains in addition color c(li),
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Furthermore, we may assume that c(e) ∈ M′ for all e ∈ E, i.e., submotif M′ contains
the color associated with each edge of G. Indeed, suppose that there is not a vertex associated
with color c(e), say e = {vi, vj}, in T
′, that is c(e) is not part of M′. Then, by maximality of
T ′ and M′, it follows that {xi,I , li} ⊆ V
′ and {xj,I , lj} ⊆ V
′, and hence that xi,C , xj,C , /∈ V
′.
Therefore, V ′′ = V ′ − {xi,I , li} ∪ {xi,C} ∪ ei,p, with c(ei,p) = c(e), induces a subtree in T and
C(V ′′) = M′′ = (M′ − {c(li)}) ∪ {c(e)}. Applying the above procedure will eventually result in a
submotif that contains the color associated with each edge of G.
Then it follows that {vi : xi,C ∈ V
′} is a vertex cover of G, and hence {vi : xi,I ∈ V
′} is an
independent set in G.
Since G is a cubic graph, it follows that k ≥ 14 and m =
3
2n. Then it follows that the described
reduction is indeed a L-reduction [14] from Independent Set for cubic graphs to Maximum
Level Motif for trees, which proves the proposition. ⊓⊔
Proof (of Lemma 5). Let I = (T,M) be an instance of Maximum Motif, where T = (V,E).
Given a tree T ′, denote by L(T ′) the set of leaves of T ′. First, the algorithm chooses a vertex r ∈ V ,
and the tree T is rooted at r. Notice that the algorithm is iterated for each possible choice of r.
Lemma 9. Let T ′ = (V ′, E′) be a subtree of T , let VS ⊆ (V
′ − L(T ′)), with C(VS) ⊆ M, and let
TS be the subtree of T
′ induced by VS. Then, we can compute in polynomial time the maximum
cardinality submotif M′ ∈M, so that there is a set of leaves L′ ⊆ L(T ′), with C(L′) =M′, and so
that c(VS ∪ L
′) ⊆M.
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Proof. Denote by mTS (ci) (resp. mL(T ′)(ci)) the number of occurrences in C(TS) (resp. C(L(T
′))) of
color ci, with ci ∈ C. For each ci ∈ C, denote by mM(ci) the occurrences of color ci in M. Observe
that mTS (ci) ≤ mM(ci). Let lTS (ci) = mM(ci) − mTS (ci). Then M
′ can be computed by taking
independently for each color ci ∈ C, min(lTS (ci),mL(T ′)(ci)) occurrences of color ci. ⊓⊔
Consider T ′ = (V ′, E′) and vx ∈ V
′ − L(T ′). Let TS = (VS , ES) with VS ⊆ V
′ and c(VS) ⊆M.
Let T ′(vx) be the subtree of T
′ rooted at vx. Then, if vx ∈ (V
′ − VS), each vertex of the subtree
T ′(vx) is not in of VS .
Let TS = (VS , ES) be a feasible solution of Maximum Motif over instance I
′ = (T ′,M), where
T ′ = (V ′, E′) is a subtree of T . An internal vertex vx ∈ V
′ not included in VS , and adjacent to a
vertex in VS , is called a candidate vertex for TS . A feasible solution T
′
S for Maximum Motif is
said to extend TS , if it can be computed starting from TS . The algorithm considers a candidate
vertex vx of V
′. The algorithm branches in two sub-cases associated with vertex vx:
1. vx is added to the solution TS ;
2. vx is not added to the solution S, and the subtree T
′(x) is removed from T ′.
Notice that, since vx is an internal vertex of T
′, the subtree T ′(x) ha size at lest 2. Hence the
number of vertices of V ′ that the algorithm has to consider is decreased by 1 in Case 1) and by at
least 2 in Case 2). Let I be an instance of Maximum Motif, consisting of a motifM of size m and
a tree T with n vertices. Observe that m ≤ n. Denote by Z(n) the worst case time complexity of
the algorithm. Then Z(n) = Z(n− 1)+Z(n− 2)+O(n). It follows that Z(n) ≤ O(1.62n poly(n)).
Consider now the case when the motifM is a set of colors. Consider a candidate vertex vx ∈ V
′
for TS , colored c(vx). Assume that vx is the only vertex of V
′ − L(T ′) colored c(vx). Then, vx is
added to VS . Indeed, since vx is candidate and M is a set, there is no vertex in TS that has color
c(x) and a vertex y of T ′ colored c(x) must be a leaf.
The algorithm considers the following cases associated with a candidate vertex vx for TS :
1. vx is added to the solution TS ; then, for each vy ∈ V
′ colored c(vx), the subtree rooted at vertex
vy is removed.
2. vx is not added to the solution TS ; then the subtree of T
′ rooted at vx is removed from T
′.
Observe that only Case 1) is modified, as Case 2) is identical to the case when M is a multiset.
In Case 1), vx is added to TS and, since there exists at least one internal vertex of V
′ colored
c(vx), the number of vertices that the algorithm has still to consider is decreased by 3. Then,
Z(n) = Z(n− 2) + Z(n− 3) +O(n). It follows that Z(n) ≤ O(1.33n poly(n)).
Let TS = (VS , ES) a solution constructed by the algorithm. Then, Lemma 9 is applied in order
to add the maximum number of vertices x of V −VS , so that x is adjacent to some vertex of VS . ⊓⊔
Proof (of Lemma 7). Consider the family CH computed by the batch procedure. Let (H
′, L′) ∈ CH,
where H ′ ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH} − {iH} for some iH ∈ SH(v) and L
′ ⊆ L \ f(v). By construction,
H ′ = H ′1 ∪ · · · ∪H
′
t, where each H
′
i ⊆ {1H , . . . , kH} − {iH}, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, is associated by function h
with a submotif M′i that has an occurrences in a set V
′
i , so that V
′
i includes a vertex adjacent to
v. Notice that each V ′i is associated with a set of labels Li ⊆ {1F , . . . , kF }, so that Li ∩ Lj = ∅ for
each Vj with j 6= j. Hence, all the connected components G[V
′
1 ], . . . , G[V
′
t ] are pairwise disjoint,
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and {v}∪V1 · · · ∪Vn is connected. It follows that H
′∪{ih} is then feasible and it is associated with
vertices having labels L′, so L′ belongs to ML(v).
Consider now L′, a set of labels in ML(v), so that L
′ ∪ f(v) is part of ML(v). Observe that, by
definition, there exists a set of vertices V ′, associated with set of labels L′, so that the function f
assigns to V ′ the set of labels in L′. Consider now the connected components induced by sets V1,
. . . , Vt where V1 ∪ V2 · · · ∪ Vt = V
′. Since V ′ ∪ {v} must be a connected component, each Vi must
a vertex adjacent to v. Each connected component Vi is associated with the a set of labels Li, so
that Li ∩ Lj 6= ∅, for each j 6= i. Now, the batch procedure will compute the pair (H
′, L′) in its
second step, and H ′ ∪ {iH} will be added to CH. ⊓⊔
Proof (of Lemma 8). First, we will show that a set ML(v) is computed by batch procedure in time
O(24kkn). The first step of batch procedure searches at most 2kn families of subsets H ′ of labels
in {1H , . . . , kH}, for each iH ∈ SH(v). Notice that |SH(v)| ≤ k. Each family consists of at most 2
k
sets. Hence, the first step requires O(22kkn).
For the second step of the batch procedure, observe that there are at most 22k set of label-subset
pairsH ′ and L′, so the second step is repeated 22k times. Each iteration of this step can be computed
in time O(2kn), hence the second step require time O(24kkn). Accounting also for the third step, the
overall time complexity for of one invocation of the batch procedure is O(24kk+22kkn) = O(24kkn).
According to Lemma 7, the batch procedure must be invoked at most 2kn times in order to
obtain ML(v) for every v ∈ V and every label subset L
′ ⊆ {1F , . . . , kF }, hence an overall time
complexity of O(25kkn2). ⊓⊔
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